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Abstract: This paper investigates the processing parameters for the compression molding of
hemp/PLA hybrid yarn biocomposites and their effect on the final mechanical properties.
Finite element simulations are used to develop and assess the processing parameters, pressure,
temperature, and time. These parameters are then evaluated experimentally by producing the
composites by two different methods, to compare the results of experimentally determined processing
conditions to parameters determined by the simulation analysis. The assessment of mechanical
properties is done with several experimental tests, showing small improvements for the composites
produced with the simulation method. The application of the simulation analysis results in
considerably reduced processing times, from the initial 10 min to only three minutes, thereby
vastly improving the processing method. While the employed methods are not yet able to produce
composites with greatly improved mechanical properties, this study can be seen as a constructive
approach, which has the ability to lead to further improvements.
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1. Introduction

Thermoplastic biocomposites experience a continuing demand for various industrial
applications [1,2]. This is due to several specific advantageous characteristics that can be combined
in these materials. Thermoplastics, as opposed to thermosets, offer vastly reduced processing
times, highly increased storage times, and favorable recycling capabilities [3]. At the same time,
both thermoplastic matrices and natural, mostly plant-based fibers entail a new set of challenges
concerning the production and usage of their composites, which can also complicate the spread in their
application. There is pressure to achieve properties comparable with petroleum-based composites,
and to find a substitute for these environmentally challenging materials, while at the same time not
compromising the product quality and efficiency.

The processing parameters for the manufacturing of thermoplastic composites with compression
molding are very important and have a direct influence on the mechanical properties of the final
composite product. Depending on the individual machine and materials, there might be more or fewer
parameters involved, but the three most important ones are the processing pressure, temperature,
and time [4]. There are several studies that investigate various aspects of compression molded
thermoplastic composites. However, these do not usually focus on the processing parameters. Mostly,
the findings are not related to the processing conditions and it is not specified, how the individual
parameters were determined. Graupner, et al. [5] produced different natural fiber reinforced PLA
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composites using 4.2 MPa at 180 ◦C for 20 min. In a study by Masirek, et al. [6], hemp/PLA films with
added plasticizer were compression molded at 180 ◦C for 3 min, with no indication of a pressure value.
Pickering and Aruan Efendy [7] produced composites of hemp fiber mats and PLA sheets, heating them
at 170 ◦C and pressing them only after the PLA was completely melted, at 3 MPa for 3 min. Evidently,
all of these authors used a different combination of parameters, which can partly be explained by
different equipment and material forms. The lack of information on the origin of the parameters used,
leads to the assumption that they were mostly determined by trial and error experiments.

The current study uses hybrid yarns as intermediate composite materials, in the form of
unidirectional warp-knitted fabrics, which combine a PLA matrix with hemp fibers. In preceding
research by Baghaei et al. [8,9], these have demonstrated promising characteristics, but have not yet led
to fully satisfactory composite results. It is necessary to further investigate the materials’ characteristics
to determine the right processing conditions needed to create optimized biocomposite products.
The following study, therefore, investigates the production and quality of biocomposites based on
these hybrid yarn fabrics. This is done by employing the use of composite simulations and comparing
the simulation results with experimental examinations. This will evaluate the suitability of composite
simulations and investigate the possibility for optimization of environmentally friendly biocomposites.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

For the reinforcement of the composites, hemp fibers were used in hybrid yarn form. Hemp staple
fibers were supplied by Hempage AG (Adelsdorf, Germany), and possessed an average fiber length of
30 mm, an average diameter of 20–40 µm, and a density of 1.48 g/cm3. Polylactic acid (PLA) fibers were
used as the matrix in the hybrid yarns. There were two different kinds of PLA: staple fibers, used for
the commingling with the reinforcement fibers, and continuous filaments, used for the co-wrapping
of the commingled hybrid yarns as well as for the warp yarn in the warp-knitting process. The PLA
staple fibers were provided by the company Trevira GmbH (Hattersheim, Germany), with an average
fiber length of 38 mm and a linear density of 1.7 dtex. This PLA has a density of 1.24 g/cm3, a glass
transition temperature (Tg) of 60–65 ◦C and a melting temperature (Tm) of 160–170 ◦C. The PLA
filaments were provided as an air-textured multifilament yarn (72 filaments) by Torcitura Lei-Tsu S.r.l.
from Bergamo, Italy. According to the supplier’s information, this PLA has a Tg of 55–60 ◦C.

The hybrid yarns were produced by a combination of commingling and co-wrapping, with the
PLA staple fibers used for the commingling and the filaments for the wrapping. The development of
these hybrid yarns is shown in previous publications by Baghaei et al. [8–12]. The hybrid yarns were
further processed into unidirectional fabrics by warp-knitting with fiber placement. The fabrics were
produced by Engtex (Mullsjö, Sweden). Thin PLA multifilament yarn was used for the knitting in the
warp direction. The thicker hybrid yarn was inserted in the weft direction after every course, with a
fabric density of 4 courses per cm. The resulting hemp/PLA fabric contains 40 wt % reinforcement
fibers and 60 wt % PLA and has a mean surface weight of 261 g/m2.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Finite Element Method

The finite element (FE) simulation was conducted with the Comsol Multiphysics software
(Version 5.3). A 3D geometry was assembled according to the composite lay-ups used in the
experimental part. A block with a height of 15 mm was built, which represents the thickness of
the uncompressed composite lay-up, containing 10 layers of prepreg fabric. The length and width of
the block were 9 mm in each direction, to represent a small section of the whole composite. This section
contains hybrid yarns on each layer, with a 0/90-degree orientation. The applied modules are Solid
Mechanics and Heat Transfer in Solids.
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As a next step, several boundary conditions were set for the model. In the Solid Mechanics section,
a fixed constraint boundary was applied to the bottom surface, which fixes this part to the lower mold
half, and ensures that it will not move during the simulation. A rigid connector was selected for the top
surface, which fixes this surface to the upper mold, but still allows a vertical compression, which takes
place when applying a load. Then, by applying a boundary load to the upper surface, the pressure
application during the processing can be simulated. Lastly, a gravity domain is applied to all surfaces,
to enable a more realistic simulation through the inclusion of the effect of gravity. To simulate the
processing temperature, a boundary temperature is applied to both top and bottom surfaces of the
model, which represents the temperature application of the heated mold halves.

This simulation was conducted as a time-dependent study within the Thermal Stress module.
Several material characteristics were necessary to accurately simulate the effect of the processing
parameters pressure, temperature, and time. These include a temperature-dependent Young’s modulus
of the PLA matrix. The material characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties for the FE simulation.

Hemp PLA

Density ρ 1.480 g/cm3 [13] 1.240 g/cm3 [13]

Young’s modulus E 14.00 GPa [13] 2.91 GPa at 22 ◦C [13]

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.221 [14] 0.360 [13]

Coefficient of thermal expansion α 10−6 1/◦C [15] 7.4 × 10−4 1/◦C [16]

Heat capacity at constant pressure Cp 2000 J/(kg × K) [17] 2060 J/(kg × ◦C) at 190 ◦C [18]

Thermal conductivity λ 0.040 W/(m × K) [17] 0.195 W/(m × ◦C) at 190 ◦C [18]

2.2.2. Fabrication of Composites

The composites were produced by compression molding, with a 20-ton manual bench press
machine from Rondol Technology Ltd. (Staffordshire, UK). The hybrid yarn prepreg fabric was
cut into 19 cm × 19 cm squares (Figure 1a). For each composite, 10 layers of the prepreg were
used, in a 0/90-degree bidirectional lay-up. These prepregs were then put into an oven at 70 ◦C,
to dry for at least 24 h before processing. The composites were then processed by two different
methods: the experimental method (EM), where the parameters were determined during previous
experiments [12] (Figure 1b), and the new method, where the parameters were determined by the
FE simulation. These methods are listed in Table 2, where for the FE method a sequential pressure
application is described, first with a higher value for a corresponding holding time, followed by a
lower value and according holding time.
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Table 2. Processing methods for the composite fabrication.

Temperature Pressure Time

Experimental method 190 ◦C 0.125 MPa 10 min
FE method 200 ◦C 0.5 MPa 28 s

0.13 MPa 2.5 min

The resulting composites are called Hemp-EM and Hemp-FEM. After processing, the composites
were cooled down for 10 min at room temperature, while pressuring with a weight of 12 kg, to avoid
any deformation and buckling. Before testing, the specimens were conditioned for 24 h at 23 ◦C and
50% relative humidity, in compliance with ISO 291:2008.

2.2.3. Microscopy

An optical microscopy analysis was used to evaluate the impregnation quality of the composite
samples with the different processing parameters. This was done with a Nikon SMZ800 microscope
(Nikon Instruments Inc., New York, NY, USA).

2.2.4. Composite Density and Porosity

The density of the composites was determined following the hydrostatic weighing method,
which is based on Archimedes’ principle [19]. Ethanol was used as the liquid medium and the
composites’ densities, and the volume fractions of the fibers, matrix, and porosity were calculated,
following the method by Madsen, Thygesen and Lilholt [20]. To calculate the composite density,
the following Equation (1) was used:

ρc =
Wa

Wa − Wl
∗ ρl . (1)

where Wa is the specimens’ weight in air, Wl the specimens’ weight in the liquid medium, and ρl the
liquid medium’s density, here ethanol. The volume fractions of fibers (Vf), matrix (Vm) and porosity
(Vp) were calculated according to Equations (2)–(4):

Vf =
ρc

ρ f
∗ W f . (2)

Vm =
ρc

ρm
∗ Wm (3)

Vp = 1 −
(

Vf + Vm

)
(4)

where ρf and ρm are the density of fibers and matrix respectively, and Wf and Wm the weight fraction
of fibers and matrix in the composites.

2.2.5. Mechanical Testing

Tensile testing was done according to ISO 527:2012, with the H10KT universal testing machine
from Tinius Olsen Ltd. (Salford, UK). A 5 kN load cell was used; the tests were done with a loading rate
of 10 mm/min and a gauge length of 34 mm. For each composite, at least five specimens were tested,
which were cut into dumbbell shapes with a total length of 150 mm. At the wider part, the specimens
measured 20 mm, at the narrow part, which had a length of 60 mm, the width was 10 mm.

Charpy impact testing was done with un-notched specimens in the flatwise direction, according to
the standard ISO 179:2010. This test was performed with a QC-639L pendulum impact testing machine
by Cometech Testing Machines Co., Ltd. (Taichung City, Taiwan). 10 rectangular specimens for each
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composite were tested in the flatwise direction, which had a width of 10 mm, a length of 80 mm and
varying thicknesses, according to the different processing methods.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Determination of Processing Parameters with FEM

The processing parameters pressure, temperature, and time for the compression molding of the
hybrid yarn prepregs are determined individually by using finite elements simulation. The parameters
need to be well coordinated with each other and a few conditions need to be fulfilled. The value for
the processing pressure needs to be sufficient to press out the air content in the composite lay-up and
significantly reduce the thickness of the composite. It needs to compact the structure well, to reduce
any gaps within, which minimizes the chance of void formation. At the same time, the pressure
value should not be too high. This could lead to a deformation of the reinforcing fibers and would
press the fibers towards the composite’s surfaces, leading to a stress concentration on these fibers and
therefore lowering the mechanical properties. A simulation with different pressure values with material
parameters for a processing temperature of 190 ◦C showed that a pressure of 0.13 MPa is necessary to
reach a good compression result and completely remove the air content of the composite. However,
during the simulations, the PLA’s Young’s modulus showed to be the deciding material property for
the compression process. As previous research showed [21] this property is highly dependent on the
temperature, with a large reduction in stiffness when reaching the rubbery and then the molten state.
Therefore, the actual temperature at the center of the composite lay-up was determined experimentally
for the beginning of the compression process and was found to be 100 ◦C. With an adaption of the
Young’s modulus to this temperature, the simulation resulted in a necessary pressure of 0.5 MPa to
reach the desired thickness of 2.5 mm. This simulation result is shown in Figure 2.J. Compos. Sci. 2018, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 12 
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Figure 2. Simulation of pressure parameter: displacement to 2.5 mm with the PLA’s Young’s modulus
at 100 ◦C and a pressure application of 0.5 MPa, displacement shown in mm.

The processing temperature needs to be high enough to be able to melt the thermoplastic PLA
material and to enable a relatively quick heat transfer throughout the whole structure. It should also
be sufficiently high to decrease the viscosity of the molten thermoplastic, in order to facilitate the
impregnation process. But, simultaneously, the value for the temperature should not be too high,
so that the matrix does not become too fluid, which would make a controlled matrix flow more
difficult. Finally, the possible temperature is dependent on the thermal degradation temperature of
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the natural fibers. As suggested in the literature, the maximum processing temperature for natural
cellulose-based fibers lies around 200 ◦C [22]. Research has shown that above that temperature, effects
of thermal degradation can be seen, which decrease the mechanical properties of the composite [23].
But, as discussed in a study by Kim and Park [3], the thermal degradation is dependent on both
temperature and time. This means that an elevated processing temperature could be acceptable if
applied for only a short amount of time. It becomes apparent that the time parameter needs to be well
coordinated with the other values. Generally, it is preferable to keep the processing time as short as
possible, to reduce the cycle times and increase the efficiency of a production process [24].

To determine the parameters of temperature and time, a heat transfer throughout the composite
lay-up was simulated with different amounts of compression, to compare the time it would take for
a uniform temperature distribution. The results are illustrated in the following graphs (Figures 3 and 4),
where it shows the time in seconds to reach 180 ◦C while applying temperatures between 180 ◦C
and 220 ◦C.J. Compos. Sci. 2018, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 12 
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Figure 3. Time to complete a heat transfer of 180 ◦C, with differing applied temperatures, for a
composite thickness of 5 mm.
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These results emphasize the effect the thickness of the structure has on the heat transfer. For the
5-mm model, it took several minutes to reach either temperature, even with elevated temperature
applications. By reducing the thickness in half, the heat transfer could complete a lot quicker. It took
less than one minute in each case, even less than 30 s if the applied temperature exceeded 190 ◦C.
This confirms that a quick compression to 2.5 mm in the beginning of the compression molding can be
useful to greatly speed up the process. These temperature simulations show that there is not just a single
optimal value for the processing temperature, but a range of possibilities, depending on how much
time the heat transfer process should preferably take. For the present work, an applied temperature of
200 ◦C was selected, which would need only 28 s for the heat transfer, with a compression to 2.5 mm,
due to a pressure of 0.5 MPa. This temperature was chosen, as it is able to speed up the heat transfer
and consequent impregnation process significantly, while still being appropriate for processing natural
fibers, without the risk of thermal degradation.

After the matrix component has completely reached 180 ◦C, the pressure application needs to
be reduced, in order to not damage the composite and force the fibers towards the outside. Due to
the temperature dependency of the PLA’s Young’s modulus [21], this value needs to be adapted for
the increased temperature inside the composite. Therefore, the processing conditions from the first
pressure simulations need to be reemployed, using a pressure of 0.13 MPa. The holding time for
this was determined during experimental verification of the simulation results. This showed that
after 2 min the internal pressure was stabilized, and there was no need for further adjustment of the
pressure application. An additional 30 s was added to ensure a good distribution and impregnation
of the matrix and fibers. The simulation of the compression molding with the FEM resulted in
processing parameters, which should lead to an optimal consolidation result for the current hybrid
yarn thermoplastic composites (see Table 2).

These parameters are illustrated in the graph in Figure 5, showing the varying pressure values
while the temperature is kept at a constant value. For comparison purposes, the constant pressure
value used for the experimental method (EM), for a duration of 10 min, is also included in this graph.
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Figure 5. Processing values for pressure, temperature, and time determined with the FEM,
compared with the pressure value for EM.

This shows that the main difference between the methods is a much higher pressure application
during the first 30 s with the FEM, before reducing the pressure for the remaining processing time.
This allows for a much quicker processing cycle, vastly reducing the time from 10 min with the
experimental method, to only 3 min with the FEM.
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3.2. Microscopy

A microscopic analysis of the composites produced with the experimental method and with the
FEM shows clearly different results obtained with the different methods. These can be seen in the
following Figures 6 and 7.

In Figure 6, showing the composite produced with the experimental method, several voids
of different dimensions can clearly be seen. These are mostly present at the interface between the
reinforcement and matrix, showing a flawed interfacial adhesion. In addition to that, several dry areas
are visible, indicating an unsatisfactory impregnation result. This result suggests that the experimental
method is not optimal for this hybrid yarn fabric, possibly negatively impacting the composite’s
mechanical properties due to insufficient consolidation and impregnation results. Figure 7, on the
other hand, displays the composite produced with the FEM. An improved consolidation result is
apparent, showing no definite voids at the fiber-matrix interface. This result suggests that the FEM’s
parameters are suited to improve the interfacial adhesion and the overall consolidation result, possibly
resulting in superior mechanical properties.
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3.3. Composite Density and Porosity

The composites’ densities and the volume fractions of fibers, matrix, and porosity were determined
according to Equations (1)–(4). The average values for each fabrication method are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Composition of hemp/PLA composites, fabricated with the two different methods.

Composite
Density ρc [g/cm3]

Fiber Volume
Fraction Vf [%]

Matrix Volume
Fraction Vm [%]

Porosity Volume
Fraction Vp [%]

Hemp-EM 1.28 34.58 61.90 3.52
Hemp-FEM 1.28 34.62 61.99 3.39
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These results show only small differences in the volume fractions, with slightly increased fiber and
matrix volume fractions for the FEM composite, while the porosity volume fraction decreases. While it
is only a minor difference, an improvement can be seen for the composite produced with the FEM.
This could suggest improved mechanical properties for this composite. The decrease in porosity might
be due to the increased pressure values used with the FEM, that effectively and quickly eliminated
the air content from the composites. Additionally, this could have improved the fiber impregnation
process, since the flow distance was considerably decreased throughout the whole compression
molding, by immediately compressing the lay-up to 2.5 mm. Also, the slightly higher temperature
might have added to an improved and faster impregnation process, by ensuring a completely molten
PLA, and therefore easier flow, resulting in lower porosity content. The results obtained with this
test, however, show a much smaller difference than the microscopic images. This could suggest a
non-uniform impregnation result for both composites, with different impregnation qualities in different
areas of the composites. This would indicate that the processing method determined with the FEM is
not the optimal method yet. While it is able to lead to some improvements, there might still be room
for further improvement.

3.4. Tensile Properties

The results of the tensile test are shown in Table 4, which displays the average tensile strength
and modulus, as well as the standard deviations, of the composites produced with the two different
methods. It shows a minor increase in tensile strength with the FEM, from 49.52 MPa to 51.36 MPa.
A slightly larger increase in tensile modulus can be seen, from 12 GPa to 13 GPa. With an increased
modulus, the elongation at break properties decreased accordingly, from 0.79% to 0.66%, indicating a
stiffer composite with the FEM.

The increase in both tensile strength and modulus with the FEM indicates an enhanced interfacial
adhesion and improved overall impregnation result with the application of the FEM.

Table 4. E-modulus, tensile and impact strength of the different hemp/PLA composites.

Tensile Strength [MPa] E-Modulus [GPa] Impact Strength [KJ/m2]

Hemp-EM 49.52 (1.50) 14.29 (2.91) 15.09 (1.25)
Hemp-FEM 51.36 (2.34) 24.05 (6.11) 16.56 (2.12)

3.5. Impact Properties

The results from the impact test are shown in Table 4, with the average impact strength, as well as
the standard deviations, for each method. An increase in impact strength can be seen again for the
FEM composite. The Hemp-EM composite reached an impact strength of 15.09 kJ/m2, the Hemp-FEM
composite of 16.56 kJ/m2. Also for this test, the difference in properties between the methods is
relatively small, but, again an increase can be seen with the FEM, which is in agreement with all other
test results.

The impact strength results are rather low, which is as expected for hemp composites. This is in
agreement with other studies that showed that hemp composites possess a rather low potential for
energy absorption upon impact, decreasing the values of neat PLA samples [25]. The impact strength is
directly related to the elongation at break properties, with higher elongations leading to higher impact
strengths. It is therefore not surprising that the hemp composites do not possess high impact strengths,
as these composites proved to be very stiff. The impact strength was, however, improved with the
FEM, while the elongation at break properties showed a decrease during the tensile test. This increase
in impact strength might be due to improved consolidation results and lower porosity contents.
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4. Conclusions

The simulation of thermoplastic composites using the FEM was able to give valid information
about processing parameters for compression molding, and their effect on the materials involved,
making it possible to draw conclusions about processing conditions and final composite product
properties. The simulations applied in this study resulted in adequate values for the processing
temperature, pressure, and time, leading to good composite results. The resulting composite plates
showed a good impregnation with completely matrix-covered surfaces and thicknesses in the desired
dimensions. With the simulations, it was possible to reduce the time component substantially, from the
initial 10 min determined through experimental work, to a mere 3 min. It was found that the actual
heat transfer can be completed in a matter of seconds if the right conditions are established. This result
alone proves the beneficial character of the simulation of composites, as a reduced processing time
is highly preferable for industrial production and renders a more competitive product. The findings
from the experimental analysis suggest a trend for improvement in mechanical properties with the
FEM, due to a better impregnation result. These improvements were just minor differences though,
not resulting in significantly higher mechanical properties. This suggests that the current study can
be seen as a constructive step towards increasing mechanical properties for these biocomposites,
but shows that there is room for further improvement. In order to accurately simulate the reality,
the FE simulation, as well as the experimental work, has to be set up even more precisely.

Overall, this study demonstrates the suitability of finite element simulation for the production of
biocomposites. It showed that it is possible to closely simulate the process, giving useful information
about the material behavior and process parameters. This could save a lot of time and material in
the industrial production of composites, and therefore be of high economical use. By making use
of simulations, the need for preliminary experimental tests is reduced considerably, minimizing the
amount of wasted materials for samples. Also, the reduced amount of time is substantial, as the
process cycle times can be condensed greatly, by determining the most efficient processing conditions
through simulations. In combination with the use of environmentally friendly materials, this has the
potential of greatly benefiting the long-term sustainability of composites in a wide range of areas, from
automobile to construction applications.
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